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Tokyo Ghost Volume 2
"Created by Rick Remender & Greg Tocchini."
MEW MEW! SPLASH SPLASH! On a quest to discover the Mew Aqua, a powerful element that can purify anything
contaminated, our favorite female fighting force - Tokyo Mew Mew - discover much more than they bargained for! Will
they be able to retrieve Mew Aqua - or will they end up all wet? New adventures and romances are just around the corner
in this stunning collection of stories from Tokyo Mew Mew volumes 3 & 4! Includes special extras after the story!
A New Generation of ESPers… Nearly a year and a half after the battle with The Professor where countless glowing fish
filled the skies of Tokyo, 20% of the population in the Kanto region are now superhumans. As society grapples with the
dramatic changes in the populace, a special ESP Academy is established so superhumans can attend school. Among
the students is one Ren Jomaku, a girl who can create blocks of ice—and perhaps something much darker...
Now suffering from the aftermath of the sentient swamp, The Mosak follow Adam to JevaliaÍs childhood home to discover
a trampled paradise, the bled souls of its heroes, and a fetid industry thirsting for more. SEVEN TO ETERNITY is proud
to welcome superstar JAMES HARREN as a special guest artist to unveil the heights of heroism in a world awash with
corruption.
Stranger and Niobe, a dead man and a would-be savior, reach the port city of Asarra Bay, a haven for thieves and killers,
two of whom may know the whereabouts of Stranger’s family. They just so happen to be the ruthless leaders of rival
assassins guilds, and neither has much love lost for Stranger.
Constables Led Dent and Debbie Decay are given their final mission: purge their bodies of all technology and invade the
Garden Nation of Tokyo.
A heartbreaking and powerful story about a black boy killed by a police officer, drawing connections through history, from
award-winning author Jewell Parker Rhodes. An instant New York Times bestsellerAn instant IndieBound bestsellerThe
#1 Kids' Indie Next PickA Walter Award winner Only the living can make the world better. Live and make it better. Twelveyear-old Jerome is shot by a police officer who mistakes his toy gun for a real threat. As a ghost, he observes the
devastation that's been unleashed on his family and community in the wake of what they see as an unjust and brutal
killing. Soon Jerome meets another ghost: Emmett Till, a boy from a very different time but similar circumstances.
Emmett helps Jerome process what has happened, on a journey towards recognizing how historical racism may have led
to the events that ended his life. Jerome also meets Sarah, the daughter of the police officer, who grapples with her
father's actions. Once again Jewell Parker Rhodes deftly weaves historical and socio-political layers into a gripping and
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poignant story about how children and families face the complexities of today's world, and how one boy grows to
understand American blackness in the aftermath of his own death.
The freshman class has gotten a bloody welcome to Kings Dominion, as the newly empowered student council holds
brutal sway over the hallways and dorms. If you're not part of the group, you're part of the body count. Meanwhile, Saya's
own mysterious past comes back to haunt her. Betrayal and subterfuge are around every corner. And far from the
bloodshed are Marcus and Maria, rare survivors of the deadliest school on earth, harboring dark desires for revenge.
Don't miss the darkest and most revealing chapter of RICK REMENDER & WES CRAIGÍs smash-hit series DEADLY
CLASS. Collects DEADLY CLASS #27-31
The Isles of Los Angeles 2089: humanity is addicted to technology. Getting a virtual buzz is the only thing left to live for, and
gangsters run it all. Who do these gangsters turn to when they need their rule enforced? Constables Led Dent and Debbie Decay
are about to be given a job that will force them out of the familiar squalor of LA and into the last tech-less country on Earth: The
Garden Nation of Tokyo. Collects TOKYO GHOST #1-5.
Following the destruction of the Garden Nation of Japan, Constable Led Dent returns to his brutal beat, having succumbed to his
inner demons. But as he stalks the streets of the Isles of Los Angeles, enforcing the corporate new world order, he's haunted by a
ghost from Tokyo. Collects TOKYO GHOST #6-10.
A young man describes his torment as he struggles to reconcile the diverse influences of Western culture and the traditions of his
own Japanese heritage
"It's fabulous. A triumph." -Stephen King"The most terrifying comic you've ever read." -MTV NewsWhen the Rooks family moves to
the remote town of Litchfield, NH to escape a haunting trauma, they're hopeful about starting over. But something evil is waiting for
them in the woods just beyond town. Watching from the trees. Ancient...and hungry. Collects WYTCHES #1-6.More praise for
WYTCHES:"Dark and brutal, Wytches are like nothing horror fans have ever seen" -USA Today"In Wytches, the Image Comics
series Snyder co-created with the superstar art team of Jock and Matt Hollingsworth, the writer isn't just completely reinventing
witches--through the story of the Rook family's dealings with the titular monsters, he's diving deep into very real fears about being
a parent, and the ugliness that hides in all of us." -Entertainment Weekly"An awesome and at times terrifying tale." -IGN"A great
read.... the art is outstanding and certain panels may give you nightmares." -iO9"If you read the first 4 pages of WYTCHES, there's
no turning back. Scary as fuck and impossible to put down. Bravo." -Joe Hill, Locke & Key"Monumental." -Bloody
Disgusting"Snyder has tackled horror before, but Wytches sets out to be an entirely new level of scary. Aside from the fact that the
monsters in the book are terrifying (artist Jock has done an amazing job realizing the creatures), Snyder's vision of witchcraft is as
much about the deepest fears parents face as it is about spooky monsters in the woods." -Complex Magazine
Adam Osidis walks a veiled path strewn with impossible choices and heartbreaking compromise. Between Adam and the cure for
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his wasting disease lies the Skylord Volmer and his thirst for revenge on The God of Whispers. Adam must now protect the man
who murdered his father, but to what lengths will he go to achieve it? Rick Remender and Jerome Opena bring another bonechilling chapter in the saga of the world of Zhal. Collects SEVEN TO ETERNITY #10-13
Led and Debbie find their target in the Gardens of Tokyo, a messianic figure that keeps the island free of all technology.
The second volume of a glorious two-volume, four-color graphic novel adaptation of Neil Gaiman's #1 New York Times bestselling
and Newbery and Carnegie Medal-winning novel The Graveyard Book, adapted by P. Craig Russell and illustrated by an
extraordinary team of renowned artists. Inventive, chilling, and filled with wonder, Neil Gaiman's The Graveyard Book reaches new
heights in this stunning adaptation. Artists Kevin Nowlan, P. Craig Russell, Galen Showman, Scott Hampton, and David Lafuente
lend their own signature styles to create an imaginatively diverse and yet cohesive interpretation of Neil Gaiman's luminous novel.
Volume Two includes chapter six to the end of the book.
When a clumsy mistake leads to Zero going missing, Jack Skellington mounts a search while Zero traverses the unfamiliar world
of Christmas Town.
A collection of three short tales inspired by the popular anime series follows the efforts of elite counter-terrorist heads Chief
Aramaki and Major Motoko Kusanagi and includes the stories, "Double Targets," "First Love, Last Love," and "Revenge of the
Cold Machines." Original.
The long-awaited magnum opus from Haruki Murakami, in which this revered and bestselling author gives us his hypnotically
addictive, mind-bending ode to George Orwell's 1984. The year is 1984. Aomame is riding in a taxi on the expressway, in a hurry
to carry out an assignment. Her work is not the kind that can be discussed in public. When they get tied up in traffic, the taxi driver
suggests a bizarre 'proposal' to her. Having no other choice she agrees, but as a result of her actions she starts to feel as though
she is gradually becoming detached from the real world. She has been on a top secret mission, and her next job leads her to
encounter the superhuman founder of a religious cult. Meanwhile, Tengo is leading a nondescript life but wishes to become a
writer. He inadvertently becomes involved in a strange disturbance that develops over a literary prize. While Aomame and Tengo
impact on each other in various ways, at times by accident and at times intentionally, they come closer and closer to meeting.
Eventually the two of them notice that they are indispensable to each other. Is it possible for them to ever meet in the real world?
Batman has always been GothamÕs protector, watching over the city he has sworn to keep safe. But what happens when Batman
has to face a foe he canÕt see? Find out in Batman: Ghosts, a classic graphic novel masterwork written and drawn by Sam Kieth
(The Maxx, The Sandman). Homeless men and women are turning up dead all over Gotham City. The only clue the killer has left
behind is a yellow powder: sulfur. Batman soon encounters the murderer and is shocked to find that it truly seems to be a
monsterÑa shapeless creature, almost likeÉa ghost. Soon the man who stalks GothamÕs streets by night finds himself being
stalked. Batman is haunted by the ghost, who knows things about Bruce WayneÕs past that no one (besides his trusted butler,
Alfred) could possibly know. Who is this mysterious murderer, and what can Batman do to stop this intangible apparition with a
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penchant for killing? Collects Batman Confidential #40-43 and Batman/Lobo: Deadly Serious #1-2.
Millennia ago, mankind fled the Earth's surface into the bottomless depths of the darkest oceans. Shielded from a merciless sun's
scorching radiation, the human race tried to stave off certain extinction by sending robotic probes far into the galaxy to search for a
new home among the stars. Generations later, one family is about to be torn apart in a conflict that will usher in the final race to
save humanity from a world beyond hope. Dive into an aquatic fantasy like none you've ever seen before in this oversized
hardcover, packed to the gills with concept art, design sketches, original script, and more hidden treasures, as writer RICK
REMENDER (DEADLY CLASS, SEVEN TO ETERNITY) and artist GREG TOCCHINI (LAST DAYS OF AMERICAN CRIME) bring
you a tale of mankind's final hour in the cold, deathly dark of the sea. Collects LOW #1-15
Adam Osidis walks a veiled path strewn with impossible choices and heartbreaking compromise. Between Adam and the cure for
his wasting disease lies the Skylord Volmer and his thirst for revenge on The God of Whispers. Adam must now protect the man
who murdered his father, but to what lengths will he go to achieve it? RICK REMENDER and JEROME OPEA bring the first
chapter of the world of Zhal to a bone-chilling conclusion. Collects SEVEN TO ETERNITY #10-13
Named one of the best books of 2017 by The Guardian, NPR, GQ, The Economist, Bookforum, Amazon, and Lit Hub The
definitive account of what happened, why, and above all how it felt, when catastrophe hit Japan—by the Japan correspondent of
The Times (London) and author of People Who Eat Darkness On March 11, 2011, a powerful earthquake sent a 120-foot-high
tsunami smashing into the coast of northeast Japan. By the time the sea retreated, more than eighteen thousand people had been
crushed, burned to death, or drowned. It was Japan’s greatest single loss of life since the atomic bombing of Nagasaki. It set off a
national crisis and the meltdown of a nuclear power plant. And even after the immediate emergency had abated, the trauma of the
disaster continued to express itself in bizarre and mysterious ways. Richard Lloyd Parry, an award-winning foreign correspondent,
lived through the earthquake in Tokyo and spent six years reporting from the disaster zone. There he encountered stories of
ghosts and hauntings, and met a priest who exorcised the spirits of the dead. And he found himself drawn back again and again to
a village that had suffered the greatest loss of all, a community tormented by unbearable mysteries of its own. What really
happened to the local children as they waited in the schoolyard in the moments before the tsunami? Why did their teachers not
evacuate them to safety? And why was the unbearable truth being so stubbornly covered up? Ghosts of the Tsunami is a soon-tobe classic intimate account of an epic tragedy, told through the accounts of those who lived through it. It tells the story of how a
nation faced a catastrophe, and the struggle to find consolation in the ruins.
Deadly bounty hunters, doomed lovers, and sharp teeth. Corinne and Hank come to Berlin targeting another of Oni's laboratories.
They find more than they were bargaining for when they encounter they city's bloody subterranean secret. Collects EMPTY ZONE
#6-10. - See more at:
For thousands of years, the world has been controlled by the "50 Families," a secret network of vampire covens engaged in a
timeless struggle for power. But when the sun rises, the vampires are forced to employ the services of a human who acts as their
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daytime fixer and protector. Trained for centuries to be the mortal soldiers of their vampire employers, the Day Men go forth at
sunrise, alone into the world, to do the bidding of their sleeping benefactors. Collects issues #1-4.
"Collecting Tokyo Ghost #1-5"--Page 4 of cover.
The Isles of Los Angles 2089 - Humanity is addicted to technology. Getting a virtual buzz is the only thing left to live for, and
gangsters run it all. And who do these gangsters turn to when they need their rule enforced? Constables Led Dent and Debbie
Decay are about to be given a job that will force them out of the familiar squalor of LA and into the last tech-less country on Earth:
The Garden Nation of Tokyo. Presenting the full run of the smash hit TOKYO GHOST by RICK REMENDER and SEAN MURPHY
in this oversized hardcover, packed with extra content, variants, designs, sketches and bonus materials! Collecting TOKYO
GHOST #1-10
"A 22-volume, highly illustrated, A-Z general encyclopedia for all ages, featuring sections on how to use World Book, other
research aids, pronunciation key, a student guide to better writing, speaking, and research skills, and comprehensive index"-Yoh Asakura is a shaman--one of the gifted few who, thanks to training or natural talent, can channel spirits that most people can't
even see. With the help of his fianc, Anna, Yoh is in training for the ultimate shaman sports event: the Shaman Fight in Tokyo.
Stel Caine faces the greatest challenge to her hope yet. Meanwhile, Tajo returns to her family home on Salus, only to find a city on
the brink of devastation. There is no food, no air, no hope for mankind's last great dome city. Now, Tajo must band together with
Io, a man carrying a secret millennia old, and Mertali, a brave mermaid from the gladiator pits of Poluma, to fight for a better future
for everyone. It all ends here in this second oversized hardcover, featuring a ton of designs, layouts, script and other never before
seen treasures, as writer RICK REMENDER (DEADLY CLASS, SEVEN TO ETERNITY) and artist GREG TOCCHINI (Uncanny XForce) conclude their tale of mankind's final hour in the cold, deathly dark of the sea! Collects LOW #16-26
Tokyo Ghost
In an America divided between the haves and the have-nots, Edan Hale is a soldier on the run. Saddled with a gas-mask wearing
infant and aided by the very terrorists she was once sworn to hunt, Edan is suddenly a woman without a country in a place where
you only survive if you have allies. For fans of George Miller's Mad Max films and Cormac McCarthy's The Road. This new cult
favorite emerges from the mind of SEAN LEWIS(creator of the critically lauded SAINTS series) and features the debut of rising
star HAYDEN SHERMAN. Collects THE FEW #1-6
Piro, an anime obsessed fan, and Largo, an American gamer, are stranded in Japan and must earn enough money for plane
tickets home while they explore the Japanese world of gaming and the cute locals.
Collecting the first three arcs of REMENDER and CRAIG's twistedly humorous story of a group of damaged teens enrolled in a secret high
school, training to become the world's greatest assassins. Presented in oversized hardcover format! Collects DEADLY CLASS #1-16
Greg is having a great day. Not only did his dad just buy him a brand new yellow Jeep, but it's also the day his friend Trent is coming home
from college to visit. Trent, on the other hand, has been in better moods. He's broken-hearted and alone yet again after his cheating girlfriend
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dumped him. Their other friend, Brad, isn't doing so well either. He's been getting into fist fights with his dad. Brad and Greg are convinced
that a party is the solution to all their woes, but Trent wants to break in Greg's new Jeep with some serious off road adventure. Are these
three truly prepared for what they'll find when they leave the pavement behind? Not a chance!
"Collecting Tokyo Ghost #6-10"--Back cover.
Winner of the 2014 Eisner Award for Best Limited Series New York Times bestselling author, Scott Snyder (American Vampire, Batman,
Swamp Thing) and artist Sean Murphy (Punk Rock Jesus, Joe The Barbarian), the incredible team behind the miniseries American Vampire:
Survival of the Fittest, are reuniting for the powerful miniseries: THE WAKE. When Marine Biologist Lee Archer is approached by the
Department of Homeland Security for help with a new threat, she declines, but quickly realizes they won't take no for an answer. Soon she is
plunging to the depths of the Arctic Circle to a secret, underwater oilrig filled with roughnecks and scientists on the brink of an incredible
discovery. But when things go horribly wrong, this scientific safe haven will turn into a house of horrors at the bottom of the ocean! Collects
THE WAKE #1-10.
Tokyo Ghoul anime Coloring Book is a perfect gift for Tokyo Ghoul manga fans, includes a variety of detailed designs and creates hours of
coloring and fun! Coloring in Tokyo Ghoul Coloring Book is a positive way to provide that stress relief. Features: Large size 8.5"x11" Onesided printed pages to avoid bleed-through High quality paper +50 Coloring Page Suitable For All Ages
The Isles of Los Angeles 2089: Humanity is addicted to technology. Getting a virtual buzz is the only thing left to live for, and gangsters run it
all. And who do these gangsters turn to when they need their rule enforced? Constables Led Dent and Debbie Decay are about to be given a
job that will force them out of the familiar squalor of LA and into the last tech-less country on Earth: The Garden Nation of Tokyo. Presenting
the full run of the smash hit TOKYO GHOST by RICK REMENDER and SEAN GORDON MURPHY in this oversized hardcover, packed with
extra content, variants, designs, sketches, and bonus materials! Collects TOKYO GHOST #1-10.
WINNER OF THE 2020 NATIONAL BOOK AWARD IN TRANSLATED LITERATURE A NEW YORK TIMES NOTABLE BOOK OF THE
YEAR A surreal, devastating story of a homeless ghost who haunts one of Tokyo's busiest train stations. Kazu is dead. Born in Fukushima in
1933, the same year as the Japanese Emperor, his life is tied by a series of coincidences to the Imperial family and has been shaped at
every turn by modern Japanese history. But his life story is also marked by bad luck, and now, in death, he is unable to rest, doomed to haunt
the park near Ueno Station in Tokyo. Kazu's life in the city began and ended in that park; he arrived there to work as a laborer in the
preparations for the 1964 Tokyo Olympics and ended his days living in the vast homeless village in the park, traumatized by the destruction of
the 2011 tsunami and shattered by the announcement of the 2020 Olympics. Through Kazu's eyes, we see daily life in Tokyo buzz around
him and learn the intimate details of his personal story, how loss and society's inequalities and constrictions spiraled towards this ghostly fate,
with moments of beauty and grace just out of reach. A powerful masterwork from one of Japan's most brilliant outsider writers, Tokyo Ueno
Station is a book for our times and a look into a marginalized existence in a shiny global megapolis.
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